Resolution Recommendation the SUNY Wide Implementation of Chosen Name and Gender Identity Applications on the Registration, Email, ID cards, and other Identification Systems

Whereas the SUNY Board of Trustees passed a resolution on September 10, 2015 “to make SUNY the most inclusive higher education system in the country”; and

Whereas SUNY has “defined diversity broadly to include race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity and expression, age, socioeconomic status, status as a veteran, status as an individual with a disability, students undergoing transition (such as transfer, stop-out, international student acclimation), and first-generation students”; and

Whereas “SUNY’s approach must employ best practices to attract diverse students, faculty, staff and administrative leaders, including efforts to strengthen the pipeline of diverse individuals with advanced credentials; ensure that services are in place to support retention (of faculty and students) and foster student completion at a rate that closes existing achievement gaps; and implement programs and strategies to establish a welcoming environment for all”; and

Whereas members of designated groups require specific action plans to be taken on their behalf to ensure inclusive and equitable learning and work environments; and

Whereas the practice of using “non-legal” names for the purposes of identification is long standing on our campuses; and

Whereas the practice of using a “chosen name” does not change a person’s “legal identity” but creates equitable access to a person’s lived experiences and intimate realities; and

Whereas being forced to use a name that does not represent one’s lived experience and intimate realities is potentially harmful, traumatic, and damaging to a person’s health and wellness; and

1 Throughout the document, “preferred” was replaced by “chosen,” to make use of more widely accepted terminology (as shown within Background statement provided at the end of the resolution).
Whereas students who are transgender, adopted, in domestic partnership, transitioning, victims of domestic violence, those with non-traditional family structures and any other number of possibilities such as members of ethnic, religious or indigenous groups, desire the right to have access to chosen name and gender identity representation on our campuses; and

Whereas being able to use one’s chosen name is a reasonable accommodation that enhances our cultural climate and acts as a mechanism for inclusion and creates a welcoming environment; therefore,

Be it resolved, That the University Faculty Senate recommends that SUNY System Administration require a SUNY-wide implementation of chosen name and gender identity policies and processes so that all faculty, staff, and students can equitably represent themselves on our campuses with their chosen names; and

Be it further resolved, that the University Faculty Senate recommends to all Campus Presidents, Chief Information Officers, and SUNY System Administration that they implement the necessary processes and software to allow faculty, staff, and students the ability to use their chosen name and gender identities; and

Be it further resolved, that chosen name and gender identity policies and processes allow for flexible identity based on context and contact so that faculty, staff, students, patients, and visitors can use a chosen name and gender identity on campus while not being “outed” at home or work; and

Be it further resolved, that the University Faculty Senate recommend that the SUNY Chancellor and the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees make access to the use of chosen name and gender identity a standing policy of the Board of Trustees and SUNY System Administration.
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Background

The Chronicle of Higher Education states that “Another concern cited by many study participants was not being able to include their chosen name (which for many differs from their birth name) or their gender identity on campus records. More and more colleges are creating a process for students to have their chosen first name (some institutions refer to this as chosen name, but it is not a preference) on course and grade rosters, advisee and campus housing lists, online directories, email addresses, unofficial transcripts, and identification cards and diplomas. But only about 150 colleges currently offer this option. There is no legitimate reason for
colleges not to provide a chosen-name option; it is legal to do so in all states, and software systems used by campuses can be modified to accommodate an additional first name.

Only about a third of the colleges that allow students to add a chosen name also enable them to change the gender marker on their campus records, unless they have changed their gender on legal documents, which in many states requires undergoing gender-affirming surgeries. Having the gender marker on campus records match one’s gender identity and expression is important in instances when gender comes into play at colleges — such as for housing, locker-room, and bathroom purposes.”

[Source: Chronicle of Higher Education](http://chronicle.com/article/Leaving-No-Trans-College/233754/?key=TgpJxK1ElaaUfogHu3cAXSVtc43vcqmHjA1L-LH--Q41CbEpibzU3U2tDQ2I2ckowUWVvVTROSFNJRUZQeUJ5MGFmdVN3UGxlaGxB)